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Goethe, not Coleridge
Gustaaf Van Cromphout

Northern Illinois University

One of the most striking quotations in Emerson's Nature
has been consistently misattributed to Coleridge. The quo
tation occurs in the last paragraph of the "Language" chap
ter: "every object rightly seen, unlocks a new faculty of the
soul"{The Collected Works ofRalph Waldo Emerson, 1
[1971]: 23). Emerson first quoted this statement in a journal
entry of 12 August 1836 {The Journals and Miscellaneous
Notebooks ofRalph Waldo Emerson [JMN],5 [1965]: 189).
The editor of JMN, 5 footnotes the quotation thus: "Cf.
Coleridge's observation on the discoveries of .scientific

men,Aids to Reflection, 1829, pp. 150-151; previously
paraphrased in JMN, III, 283." In JMN, 3 [1963]:283 we
find, in quotation marks, the statement "that every truth you
receive prepares the mind for the reception of unknown
truth." The editors comment(n. 54) that this statement

"seems to be a paraphrase of Coleridge's 'every new truth
discovered by them [scientific men] has either added to its
[Christianity's] evidence, or prepared the mind for its
reception.' See Aids to Reflection..."(The square brackets
are the editors'). Although there is some real resemblance
between Emerson's statement and the passage quoted from
Coleridge, the editors were, it seems to me, appropriately
cautious ("seems to be a paraphrase...").
Where I fail to see any real resemblance, however, is
between the Coleridge passage (or, for that matter,
Emerson's "paraphrase" of it) and the crucial quotation in
Nature and in JMN, 5:189: "every object rightly seen
unlocks a new faculty of the Soul." As the context both in
the journal and in the last paragraph of the "Language"
chapter in Nature indicates, Emerson is concerned here
with the mind's education through its encounters with

nature. Not surprisingly, the editor of JMN, 5 was, in his
turn, duly cautious (see above: "Cf. Coleridge's observa
tion...").
The editors of volume one(1971)of the Collected
Works, however, abandoned such caution. In reference to

the quotation in the final paragraph of the "Language"

chapter, they state flatly: "Emerson's source is Coleridge,
Aids to Reflection..."(250n23. 17). Given the prestige of
the new Collected Works edition, it was not surprising that
Coleridge became generally accepted as the source of the
quotation. The next step was almost inevitable: not only
was Coleridge regarded as the source (which may, after all,
refer only to the general idea behind the statement), but the
very words of the quotation were asserted to be his. This is
now the generally accepted view. Books on Emerson that

refer to the quotation and anthologies that bother to identify
its source routinely assume that Emerson is quoting
Coleridge's Aids to Reflection. To take some distinguished
examples, in Robert Richardson's Emerson: The Mind on
Eire (1995) we read about Emerson's interpretation of
"Coleridge's saying 'Every object rightly seen unlocks a
new faculty of the Soul'"(241); and two exceptionally fine
recent anthologies—one of Transcendentalism (2000), the
other of Emerson's prose and poetry (2001)—annotate the
relevant quotation as "Quoted from Aids to Reflection, by
Coleridge" and "Quoted from Coleridge's Aids to Reflection,
a religious and philosophical treatise."
As I pointed out in 1990(see my Emerson's Modernity

and the Example of Goethe [1990], 32 and nl4), the quota
tion in the last paragraph of the "Language" chapter is
Emerson's almost verbatim translation of Goethe's "Jeder

neue Gegenstand, wohl beschaut, schliePt ein neues Organ
in uns auf(from Goethe's 1823 essay "Bedeutende
Fordemis durch ein einziges geistreiches Wort," Gedenkausgabe der Werke, Briefe iind Gesprdche [1948-71],
16:880). This statement voices the fundamental Goethean

principle that, whatever their ontological status, mind and
nature are epistemologically interdependent—that only the
mind grants nature the status of "object of knowledge" and
that only through its encounters with the objects of nature
does the mind attain knowledge of its potential and facul
ties ("Der Mensch kennt nur sich selbst, insofern er die
Welt kennt, die er nur in sich tind sich nur
(Continued on page 8)
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The Ralph Waldo Emerson Society will present two panels
at the thirteenth annual conference of the American

Literature Association, to be held on 30 May-2 June in
Long Beach, California. Exact times are not yet available.
SESSION I(THURSDAY,30 MAY)
Emerson and the Matter of War.

Chair: Jennifer Guiiey (University of California, Berkeley)
"War and Emerson's Language of Revolution," Jean Darcy

University)

"A War on Words: Sincerity and Emerson's Antislavery Writing,"
T. Gregory Garvey (SUNY-Brockport)
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For future issues of Emerson Society Papers we solicit information
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about editions, publications, and research in progress on Emerson

Joseph M.Thomas, Jr.(2004)

and his circle; queries and requests for information in aid of
research in these fields; and significant news (promotions, trans
fers, retirements, deaths, etc.) of Emersonian scholars. We will
also consider notes and short articles (about 4 to 5 double-spaced
typewritten pages, or less) on subjects of interest to our member
ship. MLA stylesheet is preferred. Send manuscripts to the editor,
Douglas Emory Wilson, 1404 Christine Ave., Anniston, AL
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SESSION II (FRIDAY,31 MAY)

Engendering Transcendentalism.
Chair: Sarah Ann Voider (Colgate University)
Christina Zwarg (Haverford College)-, Caleb Crain (Writer,
Brooklyn)-, Phyllis Cole (Pettn State). Panel discussion, no papers
given.
The ALA conference will be held at the Hyatt Regency, 200
Pine Avenue, in Long Beach on 30 May-2 June. An opening
reception will be held on Thursday evening beginning at 7:00 p.m.
The conference fee is still only $50(with a special rate of $10 for
graduate students, independent scholars, high school teachers, and
retired faculty).
The Hyatt Long Beach features water views from almost all the
rooms, excellent meeting space, and a superb location. The hotel is
within an easy walk of several excellent restaurants and many of
the local attractions, including the new aquarium; the city offers a
free shuttle that makes it easy to explore a variety of cultural
resources. It is also within an hour's drive of the major tourist
attractions of Southem California and of some valuable scholarly
resources, such as the Huntington Library.
The hotel offers a conference rate of $120 for a single or dou
ble room. For reservations, please call 1-800-233-1234 before 15
April 2002 and request the American Literature conference rate.
You may fly into LAX (Los Angeles International Airport) or

'Emerson in 2003" Calendar

With the bicentennial celebration of Emerson's birth now one

year away, several organizations, including the Ralph Waldo
Emerson Society, are preparing special programs, events, and
publications. Joel Myerson and Ron Bosco, co-chairs of the
Emerson Society's "Emerson in 2003" offerings, announce the
following working calendar. Events organized by the Emerson
Society aie indicated by an asterisk (*). If you know of other
Emerson-related happenings scheduled for 2003, please notify
our editor. The Fall issue of ESP will provide an updated calendar.
Jan./Feb.

Emerson featured in Unitarian Universalist World

26 March *Opening of Harvard exhibition (in Houghton
Library) on Emerson
March *Opening of Concord Free Public Library exhibition
on Emerson

Spring

Early April

Exhibit of Emerson materials at 25 Beacon St.,
Boston(UUA Offices) with a program in connec
tion with the exhibit that tentatively will include
talks by Wesley Mott and David Robinson on
Emerson's ministry and connection to Unitarianism

Opening of University of South Carolina library
exhibition of Emerson (Joel Myerson)

Mid-April *Ofricial announcement of Emerson Society Web
site

24-26 April *Conference at Massachusetts Historical Society, cosponsored by the Emerson Society, and exhibition
of Emerson materials at the MHS.

Reception at Concord Museum and opening of
Emerson House to guests
25-30 June

Emerson sessions at Unitarian Universalist

Long Beach or Orange County airports. The ALA expects to be
able to continue to arrange special discounts with major airlines'if

Late Sept.

Association General Assembly meeting in Boston
Emerson conference in Beijing

"EMERSON IN 2003" CHAIRS

you make your reservations 60 days prior to departure. To receive

16-18 Oct.

Emerson conference in Rome

Ronald A. Bosco

these discounts, please call: Travel Professionals at 888-293-9441.

Sarah Ann Wider(2003)

Colgate University

36207-3924.

Review copies of books on Emerson should be sent to book
review editor T. Gregory Garvey, Department of English,
SUNY-Brockport,Brockport, NY 14420-2968.

The Emerson Society's program at the Thoreau Society Annual
Gathering in Concord, Mass., in July will be "From Iirflux to
Influence: Emerson, His Reading, His Readers." Emerson Society
Program Chair Sarah Ann Wider explains that—nke last summer's
successful open fomm on "Ralph Waldo Emerson's Wisdom"—the
2002 session will consist of brief statements by a panel of Emerson
Society members, after which the audience will be invited to ask
questions and express their own views. Len Gougeon will serve as
moderator. About 200 people attended the 2001 program. The
theme of the 2002 Thoreau Society Annual Gathering is "The
Spiritual and Political Mind of Thoreau." Mark your calendar for
11-14 July.

University at Albany, SUNY

For more information about the conference, check the ALA

Joel Myerson
University ofSouth Carolina

Web site (www.americanliterature.org) or contact the conference
director, Jeanne Reesman. atjreesman@utsa.edu or the executive
director of the ALA, Alfred Bendixen. at abendix@calstatela.edu.

[Term expires at end of year in parentheses.]
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?Fall

Emerson mini-conference and address by
Dr. Daisaku Ikeda at Boston Research Center

in Cambridge

Special issues are being planned of Haivard Library Bulletin, Journal of
Unitarian Universalist History, and Nineteenth-Century Prose.

Reviews
Mary Moody Emerson and the Origins of New England
Transcendentalism; A Family History.
By Phyllis Cole. New York: Oxford University Press,

1998. 370 pp. $49.95 cloth.

In Freedom and Fate (1953)Stephen Whicher gave a fanci
ful recipe for the strange brew called "modem philosophy"
that Emerson began to sip in the later 1820s. Mix liberal
doses of German philosophy and poetry with a pinch of
Swedenborg;"strain through Mme. de Stael, Sampson Reed,
Oegger, Coleridge, Carlyle, Wordsworth, Cousin, Jouffroy,
Constant; spill half and season with Plato." But who put
together this unlikely punch? These authors were hardly part
of the Harvard curriculum. Phyllis Cole traces Emerson's
early enthusiasms to the conversation and writings of his
father's sister, Mary Moody Emerson, who had helped to
raise the Emerson brothers after their father's death and

who continued to exhort, correspond with, and inspire them
throughout their hves. She was a fearless autodidact whose
reading ranged widely over contemporary English and
European literature, and her enthusiasms passed naturally
to her nephews, who valued her criticism and admired her
freedom from conventionality and cant. Emerson would
later remark that a good aunt is of more use to the young

poet than a patron; Mary Moody was his muse and his spar
ring partner. He treasured her letters and borrowed her jour
nals; he incorporated her oracular language and her tart con
tempt for sham spirituality into his own journals and early

forced to flee the town by his irate Concord neighbors after
the battle began. Throughout this century of masculine
strife, the women of the families formed a network of conti

nuities that kept alive several different religious traditions
and passed them down through generations. Phyllis Cole
shows exactly how it was possible for a reliance on the
"inner light" and justification by faith to pass from Jonathan
Edwards to Emerson, though Emerson's own father, the
Rev. William Emerson, professed a faith that had rejected
all forms of "enthusiasm."

In the later chapters of the book we follow Mary Moody
Emerson from the exhilarating 1830s, when she was briefly
part of the Concord community in which Transcendentalism
was being hatched, through her isolated Maine life of the
1840s, to the sad wanderings of her later years, increasingly
eccentric and driven, determined to maintain her indepen
dence until she could no longer care for herself. Her story is
one of brilliance frustrated by poverty, lack of opportunity,
and unhappy temperament; but it is also an awesome testi
mony to courage and to the determination not to be shut out
from the world's great thought. Phyllis Cole has contributed
greatly to our understanding of New England history, and
she makes clear that the lives of men cannot be understood
in isolation from the lives of the women who raised and edu
cated them.
—Barbara Packer

University of California, Los Angeles

Anna Tilden, Unitarian Culture, and the Problem of Self-

ship. So she begins with Anna Tilden, who in 1836 noted
that people were asking whether Emerson's new son was
"bom with wings." The immediate point is that transcenden
tal reputation preceded the fledgling writer in the year of
Nature. Wider, however, also anticipates her politics of
inclusion here: A woman's privately recorded remark
belongs as much as the published review to reception history.

As Wider says, Anna Tilden (1811-1846) is a figure
whom previous scholars(Ann Douglas) might have dismis.sed as "sentimental," partaking of or contributing to the
debilitation of religious culture. Instead, she comes to life
here as a female lay reader-listener of multiple dimensions.
Struggling with the crisis following her merchant father's

in her trans-Atlantic letters. But Wider succeeds in recover

were seeking identity in conversion, this Unitarian heard of
Christlike "chaiacter" from the pulpit. Having studied in the
Emersons' school for young ladies in Boston, she held a par

ing a figure of genuine relevance in the emerging study of
women, many of them private rather than public writers,
who participated in the cultural worlds of New England

ticular fondness for the man she referred to as "Mr. Waldo."

Transcendentalism. As Wider notes in conclusion, Tilden's

But Tilden's detailed notes on his 1828 sermon (#19)did

words address us now as her unforeseen readers.

more than transcribe his message, also assimilating it to her
own needs. Emerson called everyday actions inconsequen
tial, with motive and principle the only lasting good, where
as Tilden heard the minister say that ordinary action could
be valued precisely because it reflected eternal principles.

Much more explicitly, the present also informs Wider's
more recent book, as she celebrates the late-twentieth-century
repossession of Emerson and from that vantage point
explores the longer history of readers and reviewers. She
positions the recent critical upgrading of Emerson's stature

Furthermore, she heard such sermons alongside novels by

in response to a double dismissal earlier in the century by
Marxists and New Critics, emphasizing that it has been mul
tiply enabled by new editions of the writing and new theo
ries and contexts for reading. No book has attempted to sur

Catharine Maria Sedgwick and Maria Edgeworth that
offered female models for action. Wider draws tellingly
upon all the source texts, as well as multiple contexts and
bodies of.scholarship, in constructing this case study of a^

young woman's self-education.

Representation.

with her sayings. She was flattered by his attentions, but

By Sarah Ann Wider. Athens and London: University of

virtue with marriage; and her own life seemed to be follow

also resentful that her lack of the opportunities men enjoyed

Georgia Press, 1997. 330 pp. $55 cloth.

ing such a plot when the young minister boarding with the
Tildens, Ezra Stiles Gannett, moved from spiritual guide to
suitor and husband. In this plot, however, a major reversal
followed the wedding: Only six months later, in the spring

her own right.

Mary Moody Emerson and her family are of interest for
other reasons besides their connection to Ralph Waldo. As
Phyllis Cole traces the various branches of the Emerson,

Bliss, and Moody families back to their origins in Puritan
New England we can see that their legacy is neither simple
nor reassuring. Yes, there was a faithful minister who sang
hymns as his house burned down before his eyes~but there
were also tormented souls who bequeathed mental instabili
ty to their offspring. "Handkerchief Moody," the inspiration
for Hawthorne's "The Minister's Black Veil," was a great-

uncle of Mary Moody, and several of his descendents exhib
ited symptoms of mania and depression. Religious and
political strife, too, tore families apart. Emerson's paternal
grandfather, William Emerson, was the Concord minister
who exhorted the Minutemen to take up arms and died as
an army chaplain a few months later. His brother-in-law, the
younger Daniel Bliss, openly supported the Tories and was

The novels that Tilden read rewarded their heroines'

The Critical Reception of Emerson: Unsettling All Things.
BY Sarah Ann Wider. Rochester, N.Y.; Camden House,

2000. 239 pp. $55 cloth.

of 1836, Gannett himself suffered from a mental breakdown

These two apparently unrelated books are linked not only
by author, but also by interest in literature as "provocation"

of such proportion that Tilden was cqlled upon to write let
ters "preaching" of character and duty to him, even (after his

to the momentum of women's studies scholarship with a

solitary departure to Europe)to represent the voice of his
Federal Street congregation. Wider's study of self-represen

sustained consideration of"one unknown woman's life" as

tation culminates here, for she discovers in these marital let

recorded in journals and letters. But self-representation in

ters a voice of character and authority that had eluded the

of reader response. In Anna Tilden, Sarah Wider contributes

Tilden's private writing hinges upon her experience of both
reading the heroines of fiction and listening to Unitarian ser
mons,including Emerson's. In The Critical Reception of
Emerson, Wider takes up a larger canvas: not one unknown
woman's life, but one famous man's life and work as read
and debated in daunting complexity from his lifetime to
ours. She defines the task, moreover, to include reading

audiences not previously heard from in Emerson scholar-

self-reliance of an Emerson or Fuller, that Tilden articulated

vey the entirety of Emerson studies since Frederick Ives

Carpenter's Emerson Handbook in 1953, a date representing
the sesquicentennial of his birth and possibly the nadir of his
reputation. Without doubt, the astonishing activity of this
half-century merits an update. Wider offers that and much
more, widening and reassessing the whole record. She

begins by speculating about her own readers, imagining
them as students or professors preparing to teach students.
She is too modest. None of the participant scholars present
ed in her volume can afford not to read this overview of a

field that has become vast and compartmentalized. Wider
offers a genuine and quite Emersonian essay on the state of
the field.

She integrates it by following several rubrics and

younger woman's striving. "Your conscience is sick," she

themes across time. One chapter examines the biographical
tradition through Robert Richardson's 1995 study, and a sec

counselled Gannett. "I know I have been very plain but that

ond, essay collections as an indicator of trends. Then she

is my way."

ticular interest for students of Transcendentalism because, in

follows a chronological sequence from Emerson's lifetime
back to the present, establishing each period's unique con
cerns while brilliantly cross-referencing to our own time.

the months of Gannett's absence, she recounted to him the

The critical reception of Emerson, she notes, has been heav

"miracles controversy" then unfolding in Boston. Wider
shows that, without self-conscious irony, Tilden was enact

ily determined by advocacy and antagonism toward what

Tilden's new, clerically associated voice will have par

ing the very empowerment of the laity that the dispute

Emerson Society Papers

couple's retum to Massachusetts in 1838, she lapsed into the
silence of motherhood and died prematurely only eight
years later. It was limited freedom and authority, not the

failure, the adolescent Tilden began writing in an effort of
self-culture.While young women of evangelical persuasion

sermons. Even as late as the 1850s he was filling a notebook

relegated her to the position of muse rather than creator in

would foster. George Ripley and William Henry Fumess had
argued that inspiration and interpretation could appear in
many forms, not be contained within a set of scriptural texts
of unequivocal meaning. Standing primarily with the liber
als, Tilden followed what Wider calls a pattern of"revised
repetition" by taking their arguments out of original context
into her own. But she could not respond to the further emer
gence of Emerson's part in this formative controversy, fol
lowing Gannett to Europe early in 1837 and writing instead
as "sympathetic seer" of its sites to her family. Upon the
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was deemed "Emersonian" since the earliest years of his
authorship; and her arm is to read and weigh essentially
everything afresh. Many nineteenth-century comments
spring to new life, some never before considered. She right
ly emphasizes the influence of Matthew Arnold's demotion
of Emerson's critical reputation and the late-nineteenthcentuiy idealization that rendered him irrelevant to modern
ists. Yet she also finds early anticipations of an Emerson of
process and fracturing, whether by critics or artists (Wright
and Ives); and she enfranchises non-elite readers such as the
women in "Emerson Clubs" who continued to find inspira

tion in his prose. The cross-referencing takes many forms, as
she finds John Dewey's affirmation of Emersonian democra
cy more telling if read back from George Kateb (1995), latenineteenth-century pragmatism illuminated by Charles
Mitchell(1997), and Charles Malloy's lectures on the poetry
accessible through the expansive scholarship of Kenneth

Cavell reads Emerson as aiming through strategies of
"aversion" to transfigure his reader. And Kateb rehabilitates
the ethical dimension of Emersonian individualism by
emphasizing its toleration of contradictory ideas and mea
sured affirmation of action. Suitably, Wider tums in closing
from Kateb's idealistic pragmatism to the reader's own

Overall, the image of Emerson that emerges from these
twenty essays is markedly different from the staid, serene,
and philosophical figure depicted by critics and biographers
just a generation ago. Space prevents comment on all twenty
essays, and so we shall have to make do with a representa

future transformations, so perpetuating the creation of

Joel Porte prefaces his volume with a pointed and infor
mative essay on "The Emerging Legacy" that depicts
Emerson as an active, engaged intellectual and reformer.
Like several of the essays in both collections, Porte does
much to efface whatever remains of Stephen Whicher's
misleading portrait of Emerson as a withdrawn and aloof
philosopher. "Emerson," he says,"sits at the crossroads in

meaning that is her own ongoing subject.
—Phyllis Cole

Penn State Delaware County

A Historical Guide to Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Joel Myerson, editor. New York: Oxford University Press,

2000. 322 pp. $45 cloth; $16.95 paper.
The Cambridge Companion to Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Joel Porte and Saundra Morris, editors. New York:

Cambridge University Press, 1999. 280 pp. $65 cloth;
$23 paper.

Walter Cameron (1973).
The New Critical "mismatch" with Emerson's rhetori

cal analogies and experimental forms began to give way
even in the 1950s, and Wider offers telling reassessments of
Stephen Whicher and his generation. But she sees a signal
change in criticism since 1960, made possible by "the power
of the editions." When Journals and Miscellaneous Note
books reached its last volume in 1982, Lawrence Buell
declared an "annus mirabilis." But now. Wider notes, that

year has receded into just one more marker of achievement

The recent appearance of these two volumes of essays testi
fies to Emerson's enduring importance as a formulator and
interpreter of American consciousness. They also testify to a
continuing resurgence of historically based literary criticism.
All seven essays in the Oxford Historical Guide and ten of
the thirteen essays in the Cambridge Companion, are histor
ical and/or biographical in nature. This, of course, is the
explicit goal of the Oxford Series, and the defacto result in
the Cambridge Series, which is "intended to provide a criti

in a series as unknowable as Emerson's stairs in the opening

cal introduction to Emerson's work." As a means toward this

of"Experience." JMN directly made possible the new

end, both texts include a detailed "chronology," and both
offer extensive bibliographical apparatus, especially the
Oxford volume, which includes a "Bibliographic Essay"

assessments of Emerson's literary style by Buell, David
Porter, Barbara Packer, and Julie Ellison. On the other
hand, David Robinson's criticism of the sermons and lec

tures prompted renewed interest in editing them, as Len
Gougeon's study led directly to an edition of antislavery
writings. Major reassessments of every aspect of Emerson's

noting not only works on Emerson but also works on
Transcendentalism, Religion, Philosophy, Literary History,

tions, they were also profoundly affected by the claims of
the reform movements of the day"(16-17).
In a complementary essay,"The Radical Emerson?"
Robert Milder argues convincingly that from an intellectual
point of view, Emerson's most radical period was
1837-1841/2. During this time, says Milder, Emerson

and less "radical" approach to social issues and ethics.

written by individuals who have established their scholarly
credentials by publishing on some important aspect of
Emerson's life and thought and that, in tum, provides the

"Essays: First Series(1841)," offers a succinct and incisive

these essays are freshly minted. It should be noted, however,

ences, or fellow writers. Richardson began his 1995 biogra
phy by declaring the impossibility of tracing intellectual
development apart from personal and social. But so have a
wide range of scholars, less concerned with personal detail,
traced Emerson in dialogue, whether with German romanti
cism, contemporary science, or his successor Nietzsche.
And the major philosophical and political interpreters of
Emerson, Stanley Cavell and George Kateb, concur in find
ing his meaning in interactive generation of meaning. So

themselves arrayed against the mainstream by reason of

their aesthetic sensibilities and heterodox spiritual aspira- ^

pletely new. And that's just fine. In most cases the essays ai^e

multiple reputation—poet, philosopher, rhetorician,

words emerged from direct verbal exchange with others,
whether members of his family, congregations and audi

reform. He notes,"While the Transcendentalists found

that for Emerson scholars, there is little here that is com

Concord, Mass., etc.

reformer—have followed in rapid succession.

tional figure. In empirical terms, it has become clear that his

a crucial moment of American history and like his own

Sphinx asks the unanswered questions of our collective life"
(2). The,se questions include the relative claims of conser
vatism and radicalism, the slavery issue, the women's move
ment, property rights and communalism, power, protest,
reform, etc. Porte's Emerson was very much in the center of
his world and was involved, in one way or another, in virtu
ally every important aspect of it. David Robinson (the only
scholai" represented in both collections) furthers this image
in his "Transcendentalism and Its Times." As the title sug
gests, Robinson here presents a brief but incisive overview
of the movement and its significant impact on the period
(1830-1860)in the areas of religion, philosophy, and

emphasized "the individual" as a force that stood above the
materialism and pettiness of society, and pointed to a divine,
spiritual life. Ironically, Emerson's subsequent descent into
the dusty lists of active social reform in the later 1840s rep
resents, according to Milder, a capitulation of sorts to the
recognized limitations of reality and, hence, a more practical

Unlike many essay collections that reprint established
criticism published over a period of several decades, all of

Wider characterizes the Emerson of the 1990s as a rela

tive sampling.

subject of the present essay. In many cases, as noted below,
the essays present revisionist views of Emerson, thus contin

uing a trend that has evolved over the past decade or so.
Also, because there is surprisingly little overlap between the

Radicalism is also an issue as Albert von Frank, in his

overview of the development of some of Emerson's most
seminal ideas. Example: "Self trust (or self-reliance)," says
von Frank,"is nothing other than an operative belief that the

self has an innate capacity in the direction of truth, coupled
with the courage to explore it, even at the cost of appearing
ridiculous to the neighbors"(109).
Julie Ellison picks up where von Frank leaves off in her

two collections, scholars will find them a useful compendi
um of recent Emerson scholarship, while students will find
them invaluable as a starting point for serious study of

"Tears for Emerson: Essays, Second Series." Her primary

Emerson and the period.

question in this insightful essay is where and how Emerson
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expresses emotion in his writings, especially when dealing
with such volatile topics as the death of loved ones(young
Waldo), or egregious social wrongs (slavery). Her answer
is literally generic. The essays, she contends, are reserved
largely for intellectual matters, where Emerson elevates his
personal experience to the highest point of view. In his
"poems, letters,journals, speeches," however,"Emerson
sympathizes with social and domestic events"(158), and his
expression takes on a decidedly emotional tone, something
that readers of Emerson's antislavery speeches, which,in
contrast to the essays, are at once angry, moving, and acer
bic, would certainly find to be the case.
In "Ralph Waldo Emerson in His Family," Phyllis Cole
acquaints us with the interesting history of the Emerson
family, both patemal and matemal, a family in which, it
tums out, Ralph Waldo was not the only radical thinker. Her
particular focus on the unconventional and highly influential
(on young Ralph Waldo, at least) Mary Moody Emerson
reflects insights originating in her ground-breaking Mary
Moody Emerson and The Origins ofTranscendentalism
(1998).

Finally, Jeffrey Steele offers a very interesting take on
personal relationships among three of the period's most
independent thinkers in his 'Transcendental Friendship:
Emerson, Fuller, and Thoreau." Steele points out that all
three considered friendship from a Transcendental (i.e.,
ideal) perspective and, not surprisingly, none of the three
could envision a stable model of friendship in which the
demands of affection and friendship did not contradict one
another"(136).

The Oxford text begins with Joel Myerson's brief
Introduction, which, among other things, points out the
rather remarkable fact that "in the last decade alone, nearly
one thousand articles and books have been published dis
cussing [Emerson's] life, ideas, and writings"(3). Ronald
Bosco then provides a brief but surprisingly circumspect
biographical sketch of the man,touching upon the primary
formative events in his long and decidedly active life and
their literary results.
In his detailed and insightful '"The Age of the First
Person Singular': Emerson and Individualism," Wesley Mott
extends the revisionism noted earlier by arguing persuasive
ly that Emerson's individualism was not a philosophy of
withdrawal and aloofness, or crass "rugged individualism."
In fact, it was just the opposite. As he notes,"For Emerson
... genuine individualism was not narcissism, monomania,
or isolation. Indeed, it was the answer to these diseases of

the self as well as the remedy for the 'existing evils' of insti
tutional and social life"(91).

Yet further proof of this activist pudding is provided in

(Continued on page 8)

Reviews

Goethe, not Coleridge

(Continuedfrom page 7)

(Continuedfrom page /)

Gary Collison's "Emerson and Antislavery" and Armida
Gilbert's "Emerson in the Context of the Woman's Rights
Movement." The former presents a broad and detailed
overview of Emerson's many contributions to the antislavery movement. The latter presents a cogent argument
that, viewed from the perspective of his time, Emerson
was, contrary to some recent feminist criticism,"a true
friend and proponent of woman's rights" and that he was
seen by the women of his time as "one who encouraged
women's intellectual independence"(241, 240). "SelfReliance," it seems, inspired a multitude of readers,
regardless'of gender, or race.
David Robinson sees this liberating quality in Emerson
as stemming from his religious ethics. In "Emerson and
Religion," he outlines the evolution of Emerson's religious
thought from his early Unitarianism to his Transcendental
conversion. This highly compact and cogent essay argues
that Emerson's social engagement derived, ultimately, from
his religious thinking. "During the late 1840s and early
1850s," Robinson argues, Emerson "elevated ethical work
over mystical vision as the focus of the spiritual life and
preached a religion of action"(168), thus complementing
Milder's argument, noted earlier, which describes a similar

in ihr gewahr wird"—ibid.). Emerson returned to this
Goethean idea a couple of months after the publication
of Nature. Commenting once more upon
the mind-nature relationship, he put it

in no way lessens my admiration for the outstanding schol
arly achievement repi esented by each of the volumes to
which I have refeired. Still, I thought it was a matter signifi
cant enough to be worth calling to the attention of my fellow

movement.

students of Emerson. And 1 also wanted to render unto

And finally, to end where we began, in a concluding
essay on "We Find What We Seek; Emerson and His
Biographers," Ronald Bosco points out that, while
Whicher's Freedom and Fate (1955) rhisled many readers
by, among other things, putting "a rather narrow and...
undeserved negative spin on Emerson's significance,"
"his recent biographers and critics are providing us with a
more complete and reliable Emerson than has been seen in
a while"(278, 283). These two fine collections of essays
certainly bear eloquent testimony to that.

Goethe the things which are Goethe's.

thus: "Each demands the other: the

faculty the object, and the object
the faculty.... Each object unlocks
that faculty which is exercised
upon it and makes it for the first
time known to us"(The Early
Lectures ofRalph Waldo
Emerson, 2[1964]: 18).
Goethe could not have
said it better.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Two final points:
1. What 1 have drawn attention to is a very minor matter that

2.1 have no illusion that this intervention will make much of

a difference. Given the prestige and influence of the works
mentioned, and the reach of anthologies, 1 am sure that the
important quotation here discussed will continue to be misattributed to Coleridge. But I just wanted to raise one feeble
voice in protest.

Concordance to Later Lectures

—Len Gougeon

University ofScranton

t

Brad Dean, director of The Media Center at the Thoreau

Institute in Lincoln, Mass., has mounted a concordance to

The Later Lectures ofRalph Waldo Emerson on the Web at
www.waIden.org/emerson/Lectures_Conc. The Emerson

Society is grateful to Dr. Dean for making available this
valuable resource.
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